
Question

Using open source work is often a _______way of getting software that has been tested, impr

Many Internet of Things projects start with a prototyping__________

There is value in making _____ public 

What translates IP address into MAC address?

From the perspective of the electronics, the starting point for prototyping is usually a__________

What is the equation of IoT? 

The secure (encrypted) HTTPS usually runs on _____ .

OS activates special reserved memory called_________ memory, when system runs out of memory.

The manufacturing elements provide _________ manufacturing processes. 

Which possibility is based on combination of materials and information flow during the time of

________ is the smallest and cheapest of the team’s boards, with a form factor Comparable to that of a Raspberry Pi 

One of the most popular templates for working on a business model is the Business Model Canvas by _

Shipping the raw material from mine to refinery to manufacturer has its own 

MakieLabmake ________that can be designed online. 

--------------has competitive advantages in industry 

Climbing into the clouds deals with ----- 

The_______ needs to be manufactured. 

A key element of many______objects is that above and beyond their practical enchantment t

If your browser requests an HTTP page, it usually sends that request to _____.

The main function of transport layer is_____.

Web services frameworks such as _____ or Ruby on allow easy prototyping of the online com

REMs stands for _____________. 

What does HTTP do?

To press or push out one object from another object. 

 _______i.e protocol has a very low power consumption that can be adopted and included in phones an

Extension Boards for the BeagleBone are on known as ____________. 



Option1 Option2 Option3

Medium risk High risk Moderate risk

Microprocessor Microcontroller System on chip

Objects Sensors Data 

Organizationally Unique IdentAddress Resolution ProtocolNetwork Interface Card

PCB Soldering Layout

Physical object + controller, sensPhysical object + controller Physical object + compiler+ intran

port 80 port 934 port 443 

Power Memory Virtual Memory Real Memory 

Automated Intelligent Streamlined 

Automotive. Energy and utilities. Transportation and logistics.

BeagleBone Black Arduino Tiny OS 

Bill gates Alexander Osterwalder Kevin Ashton 

Carbon Cost cost Data 

cars dolls statues 

Closed source Open source Both open and close 

cloud applications with user intermass production scaling up the electronics 

Code Thing Solution 

Network Physical Enchanted

port 80 port 934 port 443 

Node-to-node delivery Process-to-process delivery Synchronization

Dot net Python C++

Rare Earth Map Real Earth Map Rare Earth Magic 

Enables network resources and rReduces perception of latencAllows multiple concurrent exc

extrude revolve hole 

Bluetooth Router Wi-Fi 

Protection Shield Cover 



Option4 Answer No

No risk 4

DSP 4

Internet 
3

Burned In Address 3

Breadboard 4

Physical object only 
1

port 08 
3

Shared Memory. 
2

Automated, Intelligent, and Stre
4

Connected supply chain. 3

Electric Imp 
1

Marie Curie 
2

Risk 
1

cloths 
2

None of above 
2

finding resources available 
1

Resource 
2

Logical 3

port 08 
1

Updating and maintenance of 2

Pearl 2

Rare earth Minerals 
4

Enables network resources and r 1

filament 
1

Switch 
1

Capes 
4


